Taking into account all the Anthropology and Antiquity collection of

old tribal rituals, to the Serpent and others, Scientist know that the
Traditional Indian with Ancient knowledge on tribal equations, knows
where to be at what time to miss being part of an Ice Ace Catastrophe.
So the legands of the old Traditional Indian, according to when each
Ice Age happens, stands correct because scientific evidence can back it up
The written language of the Indian, and there are two; scientist have
been studying them for over 500 years. They are so sophisticated that their
literary trail cannot be broken. What has been translated shows that the k
beginning basics to Physics and Matgematical Laws are more accurate then the Civilized man's. The refined Ancient conclusions
to these cannot be
understood by the civilized man because they have not advanced that far
in their sciences. Also,other passages have been translated that give a
detailed description of the desecedant to the CRO MAGNON or NEAHEERTHAL MAN at tide, had done to the world; that
made the Ancients decide
to trigger another Migration to save the world(Ice Age) and two Ice Ags
descriptions back match in detail, than Traditional Indians know what next
event in history must take place.
In my many travels, Indian descendant people who were trying to find
their way back were stopped cold in their tracks by an individual I know
 dmm
everyone haenet. They will always have long braids and be weighed/with
be feathers and beads so heavy, it will/hard walking. These indivídùalswrìll
staná and dictate the first law of the Anthroplogist. "Can you speak your
native language?" If an answer of no is given, then they rep1y:" Then you cannot be an Indianï” This was notïaíaswer from a true
traditionalist because it was a violation of tribal law. In ny travels, I have net old_
Ancient traditional Indians who trusted ne enough to further ny Ancient
knowledge by teachings under the most adverse conditions.

